
We are excited to announce ePS CONNECT 2024, eProductivity Software’s annual user 
conference and industry event, taking place at The Venetian Las Vegas from August 20-22. 

This year, we are preparing an another outstanding lineup of sessions, workshops, and 
networking events designed to empower your business with the latest in digital solutions. 
Get ready for the best CONNECT ever—packed with invaluable insights and unparalleled 
opportunities to drive your business forward. This will undoubtedly be our most impactful 
and memorable conference yet!

Highlighting the ePS Packaging tracks
This year’s conference features an expanded selection of customer-led sessions, offering real-life 
insights into how our software solutions bring substantial value and efficiencies to organizations 
globally. Notably, we have sessions led by key players in the industry:

•      G3 Enterprises will discuss their achievements in automating scheduling using PrintFlow® 
and how they leverage Radius® ERP in a multisite environment. This session will provide valuable 
insights into streamlining operations and enhancing coordination across various locations.
•     WestRock will share their transformation in estimating processes across multiple plants 
facilitated by iQuote. Learn how integrating iQuote has revolutionized their workflow and 
improved accuracy and efficiency.

Change management and innovation
Change management is crucial for successful technology adoption, which is why we have a 
dedicated session hosted by Zumbiel Packaging. Having recently gone live with most of the 
Packaging Suite modules, they will share their journey and lessons learned, offering a roadmap 
for others undergoing similar transformations.

Looking toward a more sustainable future
Don’t miss our session on reducing waste through strategic use of key modules of the Packaging 
Suite. This discussion will focus on sustainability practices that not only benefit the environment, 
but also improve your bottom line by reducing unnecessary waste across your operations.

Network with peers and meet with ePS leadership and product experts
As always, we will host our popular Speed Dating and RUG Networking events, providing ample 
opportunities for you to engage with peers and experts alike. Responding to feedback from last 
year, we have increased the availability of lab time for one-on-one sessions with our experts, 
ensuring you receive personalized advice and insights. Lastly, meet with our senior leadership 
and functional leaders to help us build an even better ePS.

CONNECT 2024 is not just a conference—it’s an opportunity to explore, 
network, and discover how ePS can drive your business forward. 
Whether you are looking to optimize your operational 
efficiency, enhance your technical capacity, or expand 
your industry network, you should add this to your 
calendar.

We look forward to welcoming you to Las Vegas. 

Register today and be a part of 
this transformative experience!

https://epssw.com/register-for-connect-2024


Meet and greet with fellow  RUG members before the show starts. 
Starting with introductions and welcomes from ePS and the User Group 
committee, it’s great chance to network and get to know people with 
similar interests. If this is your first CONNECT, try not to miss this session. 
(This event will be held on Monday, August 19th.)

Hear about a recap from 2023 and a review of what was released in the Spring 2024 
12.0 Packaging Suite versions.

We will look ahead to the 2024 release of version 12.1 and take a detailed 
look at the roadmaps for each of the components within the Packaging 
Suite.

We are excited to present a preview of the new-look Radius® Estimating. We hope 
you like it and look forward to getting you up to speed.

A round-robin session will take place as ePS' packaging experts move from 
table to table, taking open forum questions from the groups at each table 
as they move.

Radius User Group Networking Event

ePS Packaging Suite: What's 
New in Suite 11.1/12.0

ePS Packaging Suite: Looking Ahead 
to the Future

Radius Estimating - UI Preview and 
Top Tips

Speed Dating with Packaging Suite 
Experts (In the Labs)

Session Description

General Packaging Sessions

Learn how the Productivity Workbench and programmable widgets can 
enhance your user experience and make software navigation faster and 
more productive for your team.

(Customer-led session) During this session, ePS Packaging Suite power 
users will showcase how they use PrintFlow® and other industry-enabling 
applications from ePS to simplify complex workflows, solve significant 
structural changes in the company processes, and conquer challenges their 
businesses were facing.

The evolution of ePS Auto-Count® 4D (AC4D) continues! Join us to learn 
about the latest features and functionality and how the UI is evolving.

(Customer-led session) Find out how the ePS iQuote estimating and 
production planning system transformed operations at WestRock on a 
global scale.

(Customer-led session) Discover how to plan and execute a successful 
go-live in your new plant and how to ensure the new ecosystem is used 
to its maximum potential.

Learn how using key modules of the ePS Packaging Suite can help you reduce 
waste and achieve sustainability goals.

In this session, industry leaders will share strategies for managing 
operations across different ERP platforms. Gain insights on best practices 
and leveraging the strengths of each system to optimize business 
processes.

Automation for Beginners 
(Workbench)

Automating Production with 
PrintFlow (featuring G3 Enterprises)

Beginners Guide to Auto-Count 4D

iQuote: How to Deploy at Over 50 
Sites in Under Two Years (featuring 

WestRock)

Change management (featuring 
Zumbiel Packaging)

Reduce waste with the Packaging 
Suite 

Operating the business 
within multi-ERP 

environments 

Session Description

Beginners track



This session is designed to provide you with a comprehensive 
understanding of the Workbench's capabilities and its integral role in 
your packaging solutions. 

Get insight into how Radius® Business Intelligence (BI) can help guide your 
business decisions and how to refine the standard product to supercharge its 
effectiveness in your business.

Join us to get tips and tricks for getting the most from ePS PrintFlow® 

4D (PF4D) and turning your scheduling into optimization!

Learn best practices, tips and tricks, and an overview of key capabilities of ePS 
Auto-Count® 4D (AC4D) with Radius® ERP integration.

We’ll share an overview of how to write expressions to enhance ePS 
Packaging Suite infrastructure and connectivity as well as some user tips 
and tricks.

Learn from experienced OpenAccounts users about how this powerful accounting 
system can help you analyze your business performance.

Learn how ePS and experienced users of the Packaging Suite trouble-
shoot potential problems and teach tips and tricks on how to help avoid 
common issues.

Workbench Admin: Configure 
widgets, roles, and layouts with 

precision

 Business Intelligence: Tips & Tricks

PrintFlow 4D: Advanced Tips & Tricks

Auto-Count 4D:  Advanced 
Tips & Tricks

ePS Automator: Advanced 
Automation

OpenAccounts: Tips & Tricks 

ERP Administrator: Troubleshooting, 
Tips & Tricks

Session Description

Advanced Track

End-to-End (E2E) Digital Workflow

Packaging Suite Hidden Gems/
Tips & Tricks

Learn how integration with your digital press can improve your bottom 
line. We will guide you through the powerful HP Indigo—ePS Packaging 
Suite integration and explain how to leverage production management 
strategies, such as extending peak productivity, dynamic scheduling, and 
waste management.  

This is always a popular session! Hear from the ePS team and experienced users 
about hidden gems and tips that can make ePS Packaging Suite even more 
effective for your business. 


